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Digital Electronics By J S Katre Sokolprofessional
This book focuses on the basic principles of digital electronics and logic design. It
is designed as a textbook for undergraduate students of electronics, electrical
engineering, computer science, physics, and information technology. The text
covers the syllabi of several Indian and foreign universities. It depicts the
comprehensive resources on the recent ideas in the area of digital electronics
explored by leading experts from both industry and academia. A good number of
diagrams are provided to illustrate the concepts related to digital electronics so
that students can easily comprehend the subject. Solved examples within the text
explain the concepts discussed and exercises are provided at the end of each
chapter.
This student friendly, practical and example-driven book gives students a solid
foundation in the basics of digital circuits and design. The fundamental concepts
of digital electronics such as analog/digital signals and waveforms, digital
information and digital integrated circuits are discussed in detail using relevant
pedagogy
From the first digital computer to the dot-com crash—a story of individuals,
institutions, and the forces that led to a series of dramatic transformations. This
engaging history covers modern computing from the development of the first
electronic digital computer through the dot-com crash. The author concentrates
on five key moments of transition: the transformation of the computer in the late
1940s from a specialized scientific instrument to a commercial product; the
emergence of small systems in the late 1960s; the beginning of personal
computing in the 1970s; the spread of networking after 1985; and, in a chapter
written for this edition, the period 1995-2001. The new material focuses on the
Microsoft antitrust suit, the rise and fall of the dot-coms, and the advent of open
source software, particularly Linux. Within the chronological narrative, the book
traces several overlapping threads: the evolution of the computer's internal
design; the effect of economic trends and the Cold War; the long-term role of IBM
as a player and as a target for upstart entrepreneurs; the growth of software from
a hidden element to a major character in the story of computing; and the
recurring issue of the place of information and computing in a democratic society.
The focus is on the United States (though Europe and Japan enter the story at
crucial points), on computing per se rather than on applications such as artificial
intelligence, and on systems that were sold commercially and installed in
quantities.
Summary JavaScript on Things is your first step into the exciting and downright
entertaining world of programming for small electronics. If you know enough
JavaScript to hack a website together, you'll be making things go bleep, blink,
and spin faster than you can say "nodebot." Purchase of the print book includes a
free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About
the Technology Are you ready to make things move? If you can build a web app,
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you can create robots, weather stations, and other funky gadgets! In this
incredibly fun, project-based guide, JavaScript hardware hacker Lyza Danger
Gardner takes you on an incredible journey from your first flashing LED through
atmospheric sensors, motorized rovers, Bluetooth doorbells, and more. With
JavaScript, some easy-to-get hardware, and a bit of creativity, you'll be beeping,
spinning, and glowing in no time. About the Book JavaScript on Things
introduces the exciting world of programming small electronics! You'll start
building things immediately, beginning with basic blinking on Arduino. This fully
illustrated, hands-on book surveys JavaScript toolkits like Johnny-Five along with
platforms including Raspberry Pi, Tessel, and BeagleBone. As you build project
after interesting project, you'll learn to wire in sensors, hook up motors, transmit
data, and handle user input. So be warned: once you start, you won't want to
stop. What's Inside Controlling hardware with JavaScripti Designing and
assembling robots and gadgets A crash course in electronics Over a dozen
hands-on projects! About the Reader Written for readers with intermediate
JavaScript and Node.js skills. No experience with electronics required. About the
Author Lyza Danger Gardner has been a web developer for over 20 years. She's
part of the NodeBots community and a contributor to the Johnny-Five Node.js
library. Table of Contents PART 1 - A JAVASCRIPTER'S INTRODUCTION TO
HARDWARE Bringing JavaScript and hardware together Embarking on hardware
with Arduino How to build circuits PART 2 - PROJECT BASICS: INPUT AND
OUTPUT WITH JOHNNY-FIVE Sensors and input Output: making things happen
Output: making things move PART 3 - MORE SOPHISTICATED PROJECTS
Serial communication Projects without wires Building your own thing PART 4 USING JAVASCRIPT WITH HARDWARE IN OTHER ENVIRONMENTS
JavaScript and constrained hardware Building with Node.js and tiny computers In
the cloud, in the browser, and beyond
Lists citations with abstracts for aerospace related reports obtained from world
wide sources and announces documents that have recently been entered into the
NASA Scientific and Technical Information Database.
Decades of research in the cognitive and learning sciences have led to a growing
recognition of the incredibly multi-faceted nature of human knowing and learning.
Up to now, this multifaceted nature has been visible mostly in distinct and often
competing communities of researchers. From a purely scientific perspective,
"siloed" science—where different traditions refuse to speak with one another, or
merely ignore one another—is unacceptable. This ambitious volume attempts to
kick-start a serious, new line of work that merges, or properly articulates, different
traditions with their divergent historical, theoretical, and methodological
commitments that, nonetheless, both focus on the highly detailed analysis of
processes of knowing and learning as they unfold in interactional contexts in real
time. Knowledge and Interaction puts two traditions in dialogue with one another:
Knowledge Analysis (KA), which draws on intellectual roots in developmental
psychology and cognitive modeling and focuses on the nature and form of
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individual knowledge systems, and Interaction Analysis (IA), which has been
prominent in approaches that seek to understand and explain learning as a
sequence of real-time moves by individuals as they interact with interlocutors,
learning environments, and the world around them. The volume’s four-part
organization opens up space for both substantive contributions on areas of
conceptual and empirical work as well as opportunities for reflection, integration,
and coordination.
Research on radiation-tolerant electronics has increased rapidly over the past
few years, resulting in many interesting approaches to modeling radiation effects
and designing radiation-hardened integrated circuits and embedded systems.
This research is strongly driven by the growing need for radiation-hardened
electronics for space applications, high-energy physics experiments such as
those on the Large Hadron Collider at CERN, and many terrestrial nuclear
applications including nuclear energy and nuclear safety. With the progressive
scaling of integrated circuit technologies and the growing complexity of electronic
systems, their susceptibility to ionizing radiation has raised many exciting
challenges, which are expected to drive research in the coming decade. In this
book we highlight recent breakthroughs in the study of radiation effects in
advanced semiconductor devices, as well as in high-performance analog, mixed
signal, RF, and digital integrated circuits. We also focus on advances in
embedded radiation hardening in both FPGA and microcontroller systems and
apply radiation-hardened embedded systems for cryptography and image
processing, targeting space applications.
Provides information on all chemical, physical and material aspects of this class of cuprates,
and covers their applications. This work provides data on the chemistry, solid-state chemistry,
handling and safety requirements of thallium.
This book is a collection of selected peer-reviewed papers presented at the International
Conference on Signal Processing and Communication (ICSC 2018). It covers current research
and developments in the fields of communications, signal processing, VLSI circuits and
systems, and embedded systems. The book offers in-depth discussions and analyses of latest
problems across different sub-fields of signal processing and communications. The contents of
this book will prove to be useful for students, researchers, and professionals working in
electronics and electrical engineering, as well as other allied fields.
The book covers the complete syllabus of subject as suggested by most of the universities in
India. Proper balance between mathematical details and qualitative discussion. Subject matter
in each chapter develops systematically from inceptions. Large number of carefully selected
worked examples in sufficient details. Each chapter of the book is saturated with much needed
test supported by neat and self-explanatory diagrams to make the subject self-speaking to a
great extent. No other reference is required. Ideally suited for self-study.
Unfriendly to conventional electronic devices, circuits, and systems, extreme environments
represent a serious challenge to designers and mission architects. The first truly
comprehensive guide to this specialized field, Extreme Environment Electronics explains the
essential aspects of designing and using devices, circuits, and electronic systems intended to
operate in extreme environments, including across wide temperature ranges and in radiationintense scenarios such as space. The Definitive Guide to Extreme Environment Electronics
Featuring contributions by some of the world’s foremost experts in extreme environment
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electronics, the book provides in-depth information on a wide array of topics. It begins by
describing the extreme conditions and then delves into a description of suitable semiconductor
technologies and the modeling of devices within those technologies. It also discusses reliability
issues and failure mechanisms that readers need to be aware of, as well as best practices for
the design of these electronics. Continuing beyond just the "paper design" of building blocks,
the book rounds out coverage of the design realization process with verification techniques and
chapters on electronic packaging for extreme environments. The final set of chapters describes
actual chip-level designs for applications in energy and space exploration. Requiring only a
basic background in electronics, the book combines theoretical and practical aspects in each
self-contained chapter. Appendices supply additional background material. With its broad
coverage and depth, and the expertise of the contributing authors, this is an invaluable
reference for engineers, scientists, and technical managers, as well as researchers and
graduate students. A hands-on resource, it explores what is required to successfully operate
electronics in the most demanding conditions.
A comprehensive guide to full-time degree courses, institutions and towns in Britain.
This book focuses on increasing the energy-efficiency of electronic devices so that portable
applications can have a longer stand-alone time on the same battery. The authors explain the
energy-efficiency benefits that ultra-low-voltage circuits provide and provide answers to tackle
the challenges which ultra-low-voltage operation poses. An innovative design methodology is
presented, verified, and validated by four prototypes in advanced CMOS technologies. These
prototypes are shown to achieve high energy-efficiency through their successful functionality at
ultra-low supply voltages.
The present-day semiconductor technology would be inconceivable without extensive use of
Schottky barrier junctions. In spite of an excellent book by Professor E.H. Rhoderick (1978)
dealing with the basic principles of metal semiconductor contacts and a few recent review
articles, the need for a monograph on "Metal-Semiconductor Schottky Barrier Junctions and
Their Applications" has long been felt by students, researchers, and technologists. It was in
this context that the idea of publishing such a monograph by Mr. Ellis H. Rosenberg, Senior
Editor, Plenum Publishing Corporation, was considered very timely. Due to the numerous and
varied applications of Schottky barrier junctions, the task of bringing it out, however, looked
difficult in the beginning. After discussions at various levels, it was deemed appropriate to
include only those typical applications which were extremely rich in R&D and still posed many
challenges so that it could be brought out in the stipulated time frame. Keeping in view the
larger interest, it was also considered necessary to have the different topics of Schottky barrier
junctions written by experts.

In the recent years there has been rapid advances in the field of Digital Electronics and
Microprocessor.This book is intended to help students to keep pace with these latest
developments.The Present book is revised version of earlier book'Introduction to Digital
Computers'by the same author.Now this book is written in a lucid and simple
language,which gives clear explanation of basics of Digital Electronics,Computers and
icroprocessors.
The book begins with bipolar and unipolar logic families. It teaches you the TTL and
CMOS logic families. It provides in-depth information about analog to digital converters
and digital to analog converters. It also covers semiconductor memories and
programmable logic devices. Then the book introduces microprocessors and
microcontrollers. It introduces microprocessor with basic concepts, terminologies,
phases in the execution process, evolution, block diagram, programming, instruction
format, addressing modes, architectural advancements, selection criteria and
applications. It also explains the block diagram, various types and applications of the
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microcontrollers. Finally, the book incorporates a detailed discussion of display devices.
Electronic Measurement Systems: Theory and Practice, Second Edition is designed for
those who require a thorough understanding of the wide variety of both digital and
analogue electronic measurement systems in common use. The first part of the book
discusses basic concepts such as system specification, architectures, structures, and
components. Later chapters cover topics important for the proper functioning of
systems including reliability, guarding/shielding, and noise. Finally, an unusual chapter
treats the problems of the human aspects of the design of measurement systems. The
book also includes problems and exercises. New to the Second Edition Extended
section about signal structures, I/O bussystems, DAQ boards, and their architecture
User programmable devices (UPLD's) and the use of microprocessor principles in
instrumentation Novel approaches on reliability due to built-in testability becoming a
major design feature A brief introduction to the related physics of each transducer
energy domain to understand what the principle of operation is Discussion of the ADM
method for drift elimination Introduction to the European Electro Magnetic Compatibility
legislation and the ISO 9000 system Additional noise calculation techniques and noise
in sensors Chapter on autozeroing transducers and sensor interfacing, paying particular
attention to bridge circuits for modulating transducers
The Fourth edition of this well-received text continues to provide coherent and
comprehensive coverage of digital circuits. It is designed for the undergraduate
students pursuing courses in areas of engineering disciplines such as Electrical and
Electronics, Electronics and Communication, Electronics and Instrumentation,
Telecommunications, Medical Electronics, Computer Science and Engineering,
Electronics, and Computers and Information Technology. It is also useful as a text for
MCA, M.Sc. (Electronics) and M.Sc. (Computer Science) students. Appropriate for self
study, the book is useful even for AMIE and grad IETE students. Written in a studentfriendly style, the book provides an excellent introduction to digital concepts and basic
design techniques of digital circuits. It discusses Boolean algebra concepts and their
application to digital circuitry, and elaborates on both combinational and sequential
circuits. It provides numerous fully worked-out, laboratory tested examples to give
students a solid grounding in the related design concepts. It includes a number of short
questions with answers, review questions, fill in the blanks with answers, multiple
choice questions with answers and exercise problems at the end of each chapter.
This book features the manuscripts accepted for the Special Issue “Applications in
Electronics Pervading Industry, Environment and Society—Sensing Systems and
Pervasive Intelligence” of the MDPI journal Sensors. Most of the papers come from a
selection of the best papers of the 2019 edition of the “Applications in Electronics
Pervading Industry, Environment and Society” (APPLEPIES) Conference, which was
held in November 2019. All these papers have been significantly enhanced with novel
experimental results. The papers give an overview of the trends in research and
development activities concerning the pervasive application of electronics in industry,
the environment, and society. The focus of these papers is on cyber physical systems
(CPS), with research proposals for new sensor acquisition and ADC (analog to digital
converter) methods, high-speed communication systems, cybersecurity, big data
management, and data processing including emerging machine learning techniques.
Physical implementation aspects are discussed as well as the trade-off found between
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functional performance and hardware/system costs.
This book lays out all the latest research in the area of multimedia data hiding. The
book introduces multimedia signal processing and information hiding techniques. It
includes multimedia representation, digital watermarking fundamentals and
requirements of watermarking. It moves on to cover the recent advances in multimedia
signal processing, before presenting information hiding techniques including
steganography, secret sharing and watermarking. The final part of this book includes
practical applications of intelligent multimedia signal processing and data hiding
systems.
Analog and Digital Electronics is designed specifically to cater to the needs of third
Semester students of B.Tech. in Computer Science and Engineering, JNTU. The book
has a perfect blend of focused content and complete coverage as per the syllabus.
Simple, easy-to-understand and difficult-jargon-free text elucidates the fundamentals of
analog and digital electronics. Several solved examples, including circuit diagrams and
adequate questions further help students understand and apply the concepts. Few
Highlights: • Comprehensive syllabus coverage as per latest pattern • Lucid
presentation style • Rich pool of pedagogy: Illustrative Examples and Review
Questions

For some time there has been a need for a semiconductor device book that
carries diode and transistor theory beyond an introductory level and yet has
space to touch on a wider range of semiconductor device principles and applica
tions. Such topics are covered in specialized monographs numbering many hun
dreds, but the voluminous nature of this literature limits access for students. This
book is the outcome of attempts to develop a broad course on devices and
integrated electronics for university students at about senior-year level. The edu
cational prerequisites are an introductory course in semiconductor junction and
transistor concepts, and a course on analog and digital circuits that has intro
duced the concepts of rectification, amplification, oscillators, modulation and logic
and SWitching circuits. The book should also be of value to professional
engineers and physicists because of both, the information included and the de
tailed guide to the literature given by the references. The aim has been to bring
some measure of order into the subject area examined and to provide a basic
structure from which teachers may develop themes that are of most interest to
students and themselves. Semiconductor devices and integrated circuits are
reviewed and fundamental factors that control power levels, frequency, speed,
size and cost are discussed. The text also briefly mentions how devices are used
and presents circuits and comments on representative applications. Thus, the
book seeks a balance be tween the extremes of device physics and circuit
design.
For over three decades now, silicon capacity has steadily been doubling every
year and a half with equally staggering improvements continuously being
observed in operating speeds. This increase in capacity has allowed for more
complex systems to be built on a single silicon chip. Coupled with this
functionality increase, speed improvements have fueled tremendous
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advancements in computing and have enabled new multi-media applications.
Such trends, aimed at integrating higher levels of circuit functionality are tightly
related to an emphasis on compactness in consumer electronic products and a
widespread growth and interest in wireless communications and products. These
trends are expected to persist for some time as technology and design
methodologies continue to evolve and the era of Systems on a Chip has
definitely come of age. While technology improvements and spiraling silicon
capacity allow designers to pack more functions onto a single piece of silicon,
they also highlight a pressing challenge for system designers to keep up with
such amazing complexity. To handle higher operating speeds and the constraints
of portability and connectivity, new circuit techniques have appeared. Intensive
research and progress in EDA tools, design methodologies and techniques is
required to empower designers with the ability to make efficient use of the
potential offered by this increasing silicon capacity and complexity and to enable
them to design, test, verify and build such systems.
The text of the first edition has been entensively revised and supplemented to
bring it up to date
This volume is based on the proceedings of the NATO-sponsored Advanced
Studies Institute (ASn on The New Superconducting Electronics (held 9-20
August 1992 in Waterville Valley, New Hampshire USA). The contents herein are
intended to provide an update to an earlier volume on the same subject (based
on a NATO ASI held in 1988). Four years seems a relatively short time interval,
and our title itself, featuring The New Superconducting Electronics, may appear
somewhat pretentious. Nevertheless, we feel strongly that the ASI fostered a
timely reexamination of the technical progress and application potential of this
rapid-paced field. There are, indeed, many new avenues for technological
innovation which were not envisioned or considered possible four years ago. The
greatest advances by far have occurred with regard to oxide superconductors,
the so-called high transition-temperature superconductors, known in short as
HTS. These advances are mainly in the ability to fabricate both (1) high-quality,
relatively large-area films for microwave filters and (2) multilayer device
structures, principally superconducting-normal-superconducting (SNS)
Josephson junctions, for superconducting-quantum-interference-device (SQUID)
magnetometers. Additionally, we have seen the invention and development of the
flux-flow transistor, a planar three-terminal device. During the earlier ASI only the
very first HTS films with adequate critical-current density had just been
fabricated, and these were of limited area and had high resistance for microwave
current.
This book provides users with cutting edge methods and technologies in the area
of big data and visual analytics, as well as an insight to the big data and data
analytics research conducted by world-renowned researchers in this field. The
authors present comprehensive educational resources on big data and visual
analytics covering state-of-the art techniques on data analytics, data and
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information visualization, and visual analytics. Each chapter covers specific
topics related to big data and data analytics as virtual data machine, security of
big data, big data applications, high performance computing cluster, and big data
implementation techniques. Every chapter includes a description of an unique
contribution to the area of big data and visual analytics. This book is a valuable
resource for researchers and professionals working in the area of big data, data
analytics, and information visualization. Advanced-level students studying
computer science will also find this book helpful as a secondary textbook or
reference.
Pulse and Digital Circuits is designed to cater to the needs of undergraduate
students of electronics and communication engineering. Written in a lucid,
student-friendly style, it covers key topics in the area of pulse and digital circuits.
This is an introductory text that discusses the basic concepts involved in the
design, operation and analysis of waveshaping circuits. The book includes a
preliminary chapter that reviews the concepts needed to understand the subject
matter. Each concept in the book is accompanied by self-explanatory circuit
diagrams. Interspersed with numerous solved problems, the text presents
detailed analysis of key concepts. Multivibrators and sweep generators are
covered in great detail in the book.
This book aims to provide alternative guides and solutions for building Internet of
Things applications using Javascript. So far JavaScript is commonly used on webbased information system applications. In this book you will dig deeper into
JavaScript programming for hardware handling (Arduino) which can be integrated
with another JavaScript libraries to build an interactive and real-time web-based
interface system.
Models in System Design tracks the general trend in electronics in terms of size,
complexity and difficulty of maintenance. System design is by nature combined
with prototyping, mixed domain design, and verification, and it is no surprise that
today's modeling and models are used in various levels of system design and
verification. In order to deal with constraints induced by volume and complexity,
new methods and techniques have been defined. Models in System Design
provides an overview of the latest modeling techniques for use by system
designers. The first part of the book considers system level design, discussing
such issues as abstraction, performance and trade-offs. There is also a section
on automating system design. The second part of the book deals with some of
the newest aspects of embedded system design. These include co-verification
and prototyping. Finally, the book includes a section on the use of the MCSE
methodology for hardware/software co-design. Models in System Design will help
designers and researchers to understand these latest techniques in system
design and as such will be of interest to all involved in embedded system design.
Dynamic power management is a design methodology aiming at controlling
performance and power levels of digital circuits and systems, with the goal of
extending the autonomous operation time of battery-powered systems, providing
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graceful performance degradation when supply energy is limited, and adapting
power dissipation to satisfy environmental constraints. Dynamic Power
Management: Design Techniques and CAD Tools addresses design techniques
and computer-aided design solutions for power management. Different
approaches are presented and organized in an order related to their applicability
to control-units, macro-blocks, digital circuits and electronic systems,
respectively. All approaches are based on the principle of exploiting idleness of
circuits, systems, or portions thereof. They involve both the detection of idleness
conditions and the freezing of power-consuming activities in the idle components.
The book also describes some approaches to system-level power management,
including Microsoft's OnNow architecture and the `Advanced Configuration and
Power Management' standard proposed by Intel, Microsoft and Toshiba. These
approaches migrate power management to the software layer running on
hardware platforms, thus providing a flexible and self-configurable solution to
adapting the power/performance tradeoff to the needs of mobile (and fixed)
computing and communication. Dynamic Power Management: Design
Techniques and CAD Tools is of interest to researchers and developers of
computer-aided design tools for integrated circuits and systems, as well as to
system designers.
This book presents the fundamentals of digital electronics in a focused and
comprehensive manner with many illustrations for understanding of the subject
with high clarity. Digital Signal Processing (DSP) application information is
provided for many topics of the subject to appreciate the practical significance of
learning. To summarize, this book lays a foundation for students to become DSP
engineers.
III-Nitride Electronic Devices, Volume 102, emphasizes two major technical areas
advanced by this technology: radio frequency (RF) and power electronics
applications. The range of topics covered by this book provides a basic
understanding of materials, devices, circuits and applications while showing the
future directions of this technology. Specific chapters cover Electronic properties
of III-nitride materials and basics of III-nitride HEMT, Epitaxial growth of III-nitride
electronic devices, III-nitride microwave power transistors, III-nitride millimeter
wave transistors, III-nitride lateral transistor power switch, III-nitride vertical
devices, Physics-Based Modeling, Thermal management in III-nitride HEMT,
RF/Microwave applications of III-nitride transistor/wireless power transfer, and
more. Presents a complete review of III-Nitride electronic devices, from
fundamental physics, to applications in two key technical areas - RF and power
electronics Outlines fundamentals, reviews state-of-the-art circuits and
applications, and introduces current and emerging technologies Written by a
panel of academic and industry experts in each field
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